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1. INFORMATION FROM THE EUCHEMS DIVISION
OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (DAC)
The 45th Annual Meeting of DAC was successfully held on August 31, 2014, in Istanbul prior to the
opening of the 5th EuCheMS Chemistry Congress (ECC 5). Paul Worsfold as current Chair of DAC
welcomed Delegates and Observers from 15 countries attending the meeting. The updated DAC strategy for
2015-2017 was approved at the meeting and can be found at http://www.euchems.eu/divisions/analyticalchemistry.html.
In 2015, the prime event within the activities of DAC will be EUROANALYSIS XVIII, which will be
held in Bordeaux, France, at the Congress Center (Bordeaux-Lac), 6-10 September 2015, under the auspices
of the Societé Chimique de France. EUROANALYSIS started in 1972 and represents a broad-spectrum
conference on Analytical Chemistry organized on a regular basis with its venue rotating between European
countries. EUROANALYSIS has established itself as the premier European meeting for discussion and
presentation of analytical chemistry in a global sense and constitutes a forum for analytical chemists from
academia, governance and industry, allowing the formation of networks between chemical societies and their
members working in the diverse fields of analytical sciences. This scientific event returns to France after
nearly 40 years and will be a unique chance to get comprehensive insights into contemporary analytical
chemistry. Among the highlights of EUROANALYSIS XVIII will be the Robert Kellner Lecture given by
Bernhard Lendl from Vienna, Austria, and the the presentation of the newly established DAC-EuCheMS
Award to Miguel Valcárcel from Cordoba, Spain. Both the Robert Kellner Lecture and the DAC-EuCheMS
Award are sponsored by Springer.
EUROANALYSIS XIX will be organized in Stockholm, Sweden, by the Swedish Chemical Society.
The tentative date is August 27-31, 2017.
The next Annual Meeting of DAC will be held in Bordeaux on September 6, 2015, and a decision
about a new Chair of DAC for the period 2017-2019 will be made. The Steering Committee of DAC has
nominated Slavica Razic to succeed Paul Worsfold. Other nominations are welcome, and an official letter
from a member society of DAC should be sent to the chair or the secretary.
Currently, DAC operates six Study Groups devoted to major topics of particular importance, namely
“Education in Analytical Chemistry”, “Bioanalytics”, “History”, “Quality Assurance and Accreditation”,
“Chemometrics” and “Archeometry and Cultural Heritage in Analytical Chemistry” (see
http://www.euchems.eu/divisions/analytical-chemistry/news-current-activities-conferences-andevents/study-groups-and-task-forces.html). These Study Groups are evaluated after a period of three years
and may be renewed.
In this European Analytical Column Ivo Leito provides a personal view on metrology in chemical
analysis.
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2. METROLOGY IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Metrology lies at the foundation of any measurement. Metrology in Physics has been a mature science
for a long time and metrology of chemical measurements (Metrology in Chemistry, MiC) as a discipline is
also approaching maturity. The main concepts have now been firmly established1 and the tools – certified
reference materials (CRMs), interlaboratory comparisons (ILCs) – are available in increasing diversity.
There are guidance materials,2,3 textbooks,4-6 training courses7,8 and even university study programmes9-11
addressing MiC or some of its sub-topics. Also, when it comes to practical application by laboratories
involved in routine analysis, the situation has improved a great deal during the last decade. Nevertheless,
challenges still remain as evidenced by, for example, discrepancies between participant results in
interlaboratory comparisons (ILCs).12-14 The aim of this contribution is to briefly review why this is so and
give some guidance on the most important MiC activities for any laboratory.
The difficulties in applying metrological concepts in chemistry originate largely in the following:
(i) In chemical analysis the analyte is typically determined in the presence of (often numerous) other
substances in the sample, many of them at higher (often by orders of magnitude) concentrations
than the analyte. Many of them can, in principle, contribute to the analytical signal, leading to
higher results (sometimes they can lead to lower results, e.g. matrix effects in LC-ESI-MS15).
Thus there is the problem of limited selectivity: the question therefore is often not “How
accurately can one measure the analytical signal?” but rather “How can one assure that the signal
is wholly due to the analyte and does not include a contribution from some interferent(s)?”.16
(ii) In order to achieve sufficient selectivity most analytical methods involve one or more separation
steps (e.g. extraction, precipitation, chromatography). Whilst these steps are quite successful in
removing interferents, they often (mostly) also remove some of the analyte, leading to lower
results.
As can be seen, the main problems (i.e. the main uncertainty contributions) in a chemical measurement
usually come not from the measurement technique itself but rather from the object under investigation (see
for examples in spectrophotometry17).
In this complex situation, what should a routine laboratory do? The author has attempted to formulate
some simple and pragmatic advice below. It is largely based on the author’s experience of collaboration with
such laboratories. What is described below is by no means “the full story” but rather a starting point. It
assumes that the methods used in a laboratory are, with reasonable probability, fit for purpose (which is
usually the case).
1. Compare your values with reference values. Comparing your results for a sample with an
independent reference value for the same (or identical) sample is useful for confirming that your results have
acceptable trueness and that the measurement uncertainty estimate is adequate (or at least suitable for
obtaining data for measurement uncertainty evaluation). However, such a comparison gives an additional
benefit: good agreement between your result and the reference value also indicates that the selectivity of
your analytical method (procedure) is probably adequate and that the robustness is good. The result of such a
comparison can, depending on its intended further use, be expressed in different ways, e.g. as a zeta or En
score18 or as a bias.19
There are several ways of “realising” a reference value, all of which have different levels of reliability.
The guidance below should therefore be considered in the broadest possible sense.
Perhaps the most obvious approach is analysing certified reference materials (CRMs) using the
analytical method established in your laboratory. The reference values carried by CRMs are highly reliable.
In order to be useful, the certified analyte(s) of the CRM have to be the same as those required in the target
sample(s) and the matrix and concentration range(s) of the analyte(s) in the CRM have to be similar to what
is commonly encountered in your laboratory. The main obstacle that frequently emerges is that there is no
CRM available for the required analyte-matrix-concentration combination. CRMs can be unavailable
because the analyte-matrix combination is not common or because the analyte (e.g. dissolved oxygen,
peroxides) and/or the matrix is unstable.
In the case of many analyte-matrix combinations satisfactory reference values can be achieved by
spiking or preparing in-house reference materials (laboratory reference materials, LRM). The main
prerequisite is that the matrix has to enable homogenisation of the spiked analyte content.
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CRMs can be unavailable for a particular analyte-matrix-concentration combination and the
preparation of LRMs can be difficult (e.g. if the matrix is solid and highly inhomogeneous). In such cases,
nevertheless, ILCs can be available. In contrast to CRMs, ILC samples need not be stable for extended
periods of time, which means that ILCs can also be undertaken with less stable analytes. Most of the ILCs in
which commercial laboratories participate are the so-called proficiency tests (PTs) and instead of
metrological reference values they use consensus values based on the participant’s results, which are
generally of lower reliability. However, comparison with PT consensus values is still much better than no
comparison at all. Participation in ILCs is of course highly recommended (in fact mandatory), even if
suitable CRMs exist. When no suitable ILC is available, one can be organised by the participating
laboratories themselves. Although it cannot be considered a rigorous ILC, even as few as 2-3 laboratories
analysing a few split samples and comparing results is much better than no comparison at all.
Obviously, in order to compare two analytical results obtained for the same sample (or identical
samples), the results must refer to the same measurand.
2. Collect data over long time periods. Repeated measurements are essential when precision or
trueness (e.g. using a CRM as described above) is evaluated. Replicate measurements performed within a
single day enable repeatability, sr, to be obtained whereas replicate measurements over a longer time period
can be used to determine intermediate precision, sRW (also known as within-laboratory reproducibility19).
While both of these characteristics have their uses, intermediate precision is certainly more useful, as it takes
into account a (much) larger number of effects influencing the measurement result (uncertainty sources) for
one particular parameter. This is because many effects that are systematic within a day (and are thus not
accounted for by sr) become random over a longer time period and are accounted for by sRW.20 This also
means that if correctly determined, sRW > sr. The longer the time period, the more effects are included in sRW
and consequently the more adequate and useful this characteristic becomes.
When sRW is evaluated then it is often asked, “How many data points do we need for a reliable sRW
estimate?”. In fact an even more important question is “How long a period of time should be used?”. The
answer is the longer the better: sRW found from 8 values collected over 8 months (one per month) more
adequately characterises the method than sRW from 16 values collected on 16 consecutive days. It is of course
a necessary prerequisite that the sample that is analysed is homogenous enough and is stable during the time
period used.
When trueness/bias is evaluated using a CRM then again, rather than making four replicate
measurements (the amount of CRM in a container is often low and it may be impossible to do many more
replicates) in one day, they should be made over a time period of several weeks (or a couple of months) and
then the obtained average value compared with the reference value or used for bias calculation. It is of
course again important to be sure that the CRM is stable over that time period.
The determined intermediate precision and bias can be conveniently used by the practical and “safe”
within-laboratory validation approach of measurement uncertainty estimation, perhaps best known by the
formalisation published by Nordtest.19 The word “safe” here means that this uncertainty estimation approach
tends to lead to somewhat overestimated rather than underestimated measurement uncertainties.
3. “Do not stop there”. People from routine laboratories often ask questions similar to the following:
“How long should the period be for determining intermediate precision?”, “Should I determine parameter X
with all my analyte-matrix combinations?”, “How many different CRMs should I use for estimating the
average bias of my method?”. These questions are difficult to answer in an “absolute” way. If rigorous
answers are given then the probability is high that the laboratory will find that it should not use the method
because so much more needs to be done to meet the ultimate requirements. In the opinion of the author, the
best answer is this: when you implement a new method you can start with a limited objective but you must
not stop there and should add new data on a regular basis. So, an sRW value obtained from data collected over
four weeks cannot be considered sufficient (preferably data collected over one year should be used19) and
just one CRM for evaluation of bias is generally not enough. However, these data can be documented and
used as a first approximation and a first measurement uncertainty estimate can already be obtained. As time
goes by, sRW can be recalculated based on longer time intervals, bias can be estimated using several reference
values and the measurement uncertainty estimate can be recalculated accordingly.
In conclusion: constant improvement is the key to reliable analytical results.
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